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Interview with Paill Butler-- Introduction by Allen Fraille 

In 1992, sillall, unsigned ~esters beyan to a~pear in 
downtown New YorK, on outjoor walls, lam~posts, and illailboxes. 
They were cartoon-like drawings of women with full lips and retro 
hairdos, each one a different poster, each matched with a one
word label-- "cute," "whore," "i?retty," "bitch," "thin," "pushy," 
to na,ne a few. They covered the gamut of words used to describe 
women in English. 

The posters seemed suddenly to be everywhere, but nobody 
knew who was ~aking tnem. What they were about, however, 
becaille increasinslt clear: a serious investigation into the 
cu:ture's stereoty~ing of women, a=complished by whimsical 
and ephe,neral 1neans. 

The odd thiny about =hem was both their anonymity and 
their a,nbigui ty. In. the custo,narily male world of street 
graffiti, the calligraphic ima~e was often the artist's name, 
or "tay," scrawled in stylized block letters-- hardly anony
illous. And the message, if any, was usually loud and clear; 
the grahpic style was bold and simple. But these new posters of 
f e,nale Lnages, ,nasic ,narker drawings copied on copy ,nachines, 
were more complicated, using a kind of offhand, or doodle-like, 
style to .nake a potent state,nent. 

They had a .curnula ti ve, rather than an i,n.nedia te, 9ower. 
The ,nore you saw, the ,11ore you understood. The naive char,n of 
the drawings contrasted Nith the staccato epithets of the 
texts. Their overall effect was conceptual, reminding one 
of the cryptic graffiti ?ictograms ,~de by the artist Keith 
Haring in tne 1980's. What the street audience began to 
notice about these new posters of female images was that no 
matter how the words changed, from insult to patronizing 
compliment, the faces remained .-noreless the sa,ne-- exf)ressionless. 
We were being asked to consider not the endless array of female 
ty~es, but the way our culture projects these stereotypes 
onto women, barraging them with gratuitous assumptions and 
j udg,nents, whether appro?ria te or not. 

Finally, the artist behind the posters emerged. As the 
media discovered, Pam Butler is an artist in her late 30's 
living in Soho, very ,nuch concerned with questions of gender 
and role-playing. After doing a series of paintings that 
appropriated banal and sentimental decorative images found in kitchen
ware and wallpaper, she found a fertile use for the kind of 
daydreau1ing doodles she had ,nade as a teenage girl whose 
fairy-t3le ~xpectations a~d fanciful drea~s were her escape 
valve fro,n a troubled grcwing up. Lit.;, in the .neanti,ne, 
had proved not to offer either a Prince Char~ing or a Pot of 
Gold at the end of the Rainbow, and now as an experienced 
artist, she was ready to talk about the gulf between women's 
fantasies and their real ex~erience. 

She started her i::,oster i:iroject called the "Good Girl Project", 
on the heels of an exhibition with another artist at PS 122 
Gallery in New York's Ease Village. To promote the show, 
called "Covec Girl," the two artists ~lasterd l:)OSters a:cound 
downtown whicn contained satirical, ca1nt?Y photograµhs of 
the,11selves as gla,nourous "cover girls." Putting U!? the 
f>OSters for the show gave her a taste of the possibilities of 
street art, and after her exhibition, in which she included just 
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embarked on a poster campaign which became far more 
etensive than she ever imagined. She plastered her woillen 
around town for over a year, in the middle of the night when 
the police were less likely to interfere, before she introduced 
a series of men in the saille format, with single words that 
ranged fro,n ''?ervert" to "hero." She also began to be invited 
to make installations of her draw~ngs in exhibitions at various 
non-profit ar~ spaces, sucn as Delta Axis in Memphis, Hallwalls 
in Buffalo, New Ycrk, and Artists Space, Art in General, and 
White Columns in New YorK City. 

The first ti~e she µostered her series on streets outside of 
New York was in Me1nphis, Tennessee, last May, where she enlisted 
the help of a small band of alternative teenagers working with 
a local curator. Some of her posters have also been enlarged 
and incorporaced into an artist's billboard project in 
St. Petersburg, Russia, where her words were translated into 
Russian. Her new project is less visual and ,nore conceptual, 
a handbill project that explores the culture's obsession with 
lotteries, prize games, and winning. 



Interview with Pam Butler by Allen Frame New York City, 1994 

AF: What aesthetic insight did you gain from the Good Girl Project 
that you didn't foresee? 

PB: It opened my aesthetics up some. I went into the project 
with no real idea of what I was going after, or what I was 
going to come up with. I did it just because I really felt 
compelled to. The experience broadened my sense of the possibi
lity of art. It made me think about how ghettoized art has 
become. I had already thought about that a lot, the ",nuseum 
as te,nple," and the evolution cf Western culture fro,n the 
Greeks to now. The project was a way of brining art back to the 
street. There's so,nething very A.nerican about that, not just 
A.nerican, but a part of the de,nocra tic revolution. It dealt. 
~ith the spirit of that revolution-- the ability to bring 
messages to the street that the birth of the printing press 
had allowed, the idea of the handbill and the ~ester. I'm 
beginning to think in political tar,ns about what that ,neans. 
What I beyan to see was how you can have a ~olitical ed~e 
and still have a strong aesthetic. Keith Haring was successful 
at that. His strongest work was done on the street. 

AF: Was there a !,)articular ,no,nent when you realized conceptually 
just what you had created? 

PB: No. It was a long, slow, gradual process, feeling comfortable 
with seeing the work e'lerywhere. I would think, "Oh, ,ny God, it's 
in the studio, and it's here, too, and I' in sick of it!" The 
places where I would f)Ut it up were all places that I know so 
I saw the,n all the ti.ne. They were on ,ny beaten path. One 
epiphany I had was realizing that I had to do it for a while, 
extensively, if the message was going to mean anything at 
all. When I realized that I had an audience, that I was 
cotTununicating, it was really exciting and surprising. I 
learned what it was that I was doing exactly, what kind of 
drawings xeroxed well, what kind didn't, which kind worked 
well on the street, which didn't. I learned all these things 
slowly. 

AF: Hdve you encounte.ced people who tore them down to collect 
the:n? 

PB: Yeah, I've had people tell me they do that. A friend of 
mine told me an art collector opened up a flat file of 
drawings in front of him, and there were several of ffiY 
posters. And I've seen walls where posters were carefully 
cut out. Poster walls get thick with layers of posters, 
and you can cut the top one out, and it will have a whole 
backing of underlayers to it. 

AF: What is it like to be outside putting the posters up in the 
middle of the night? 

PB: As exciting as hell! I love it! 



Paga Two-- Pa;n Butler Interview 

i\F: Is it ever dangerous? 

PB: I'm not really scared because people in the street know 
I'm working. They assume I've been hired to do this, that 
I'm getting paid, so there's a respect, as if I'm somebody 
who's just scraping by financially. Even if they think I'm 
with a rock group doing a promotion, their attitude is positi~e. 
To them, I ',n not "establishment." I'm hard-working. It's 
not as if I've left a party late at night drunk. So,neti1nes 
I would run into ,nusic groups pestering, and we would agree 
not to cover each other's posters up. 

AF: You incorporate such a range of stereotypes, from idealized 
images to perjorative ones. Why then call it the Good Girl 
Project? 

PB: Because the myth of the "good girl" was ,ny initial inspiration. 
The "good girl" i.5 the particular image that a lot of people 
try to avoid dealing with. What inspired me was seeing 
how there was this huge einphasis on "bad girls," and this 
huge push toward the masculine aspect of the felllale-- the 
girl proving that she can "run with the boys." And that's 
really limiting because then you're not dealing with who 
you are. I would see women be really tough, but still act 
like "good girls," not fulfilling their own power because 
they were running away fro1n the prospect of being a "good 
girl." I was a ''bad girl" all my life, but what I really 
wanted was to be "good." I wanted to be accepted, to be 
loved. I think there's a real femaleness in that, and the 
way it ,nanifested in ;ne, no matter how "bad" I was. In fact, 
I think the desire to be "good" is often -stronger in "bad girls" 
because it's been suppressed. They ha~en't had a chance to 
balance that out. I felt it was important to acknowledge 
my fullness as a person, as a totality. 

AF: You said you were a "bad girl" all your life. What does that 
,nean? 

PB: That I was really rebellious, cast out, pushed aside. I 
was a runaway as a teenager, and I was brought before 
juvenile court. 

AF: For what? 

PB: Drugs. What else? 

AF: What were you rebelling against? Abuse? 

PB: No, I didn't come from an "abusive" hoine. It was a very 
suburban setting, a very WASPy [white Anglo Saxon Protestant) 
home so that it was more oppressive and restrictive than 
abusive. I felt ignored in the family, and my parents were 
very closed e,notionally. 
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AF: Did you, as a child, have an artist's identity? 

PB: No. I was the troublemaker in the family. Being an artist 
was never encouraged at all. I had no outlet. I didn't feel 
comfortable in school, either. I had some teachers who couldn't 
handle anything out of the ordinary, and they were very repressive 
in their attitudes. 

AF: When did you acc~pt yourself as an artist? 

PB: Only in the last three or four years. I had a really hard 
time with that all my life. There was a time when I just 
quit working on my·art. I had no friends who were artists, 
and it was a pretty bleak time in my life. I didn't have anyone 
to encourage that part of me so I was miserable, I was 
depressed, I drank a lot, it was disgusting. I couldn't go on 
with that without killing myself quickly, so it became about 
that choice--to give up completely, or try to pull it back 
together again. Part of the process of being able to pull it 
back together again was acknowledging myself as an artist, saying 
this is who I 'am, this is what I want out of life. I do have 
to talk. If I don't, Ican't go on. I do have to putthese 
ideas out there. It's part of who I am in the world. 

AF: Do you feel that the words you use with your i,nages, like 
"cute," "pretty", "bitch", "cow," are men's projections on 
women, or everybody's? 

PB: They're more women's projections. Women use stereotypes 
at least as much about other wo,nen. I can remember standing 
on a corner once and overhearing two wo~en talking on their 
lunch hour, and one was saying to the other, "That fucking 
cunt, whore, that fucking bitch, how did that whore ever get 
to marry that guy?" It was so cruel. It was catty, ,nean. 
Men can also be very cruel with stereotypes. This is very 
much a patriarchal culture, and also a very misogynist culture, 
the American culture. That doesn't mean women are not 
culprits in it, too, or not responsible for how they themselves 
are perceived. What's surprising is that a lot of women 
understood this, that what I was saying was not just anger at 
men, but look what we say about ourselves and each other. Look 
at what our expectations are for ourselves. 

A~: Can you place yourself historically in the development 
of feminism in the U.S. since the 1960's? 

PB: Each generation of femini3m is built on the one that came 
before, and that 1 3 going back for centuries. But in so,ne of 
the activist groups I was involved with there was a push to 
be "good," to be a "good girl," not to disagree, not to step out 
of line, this really heavy conformist thinking. My frustration 
with that was one of the inspirations for this project. 
~~;-Y~~:'r;e loo':-:in~ t'.Jr n~w a.1swars to the same proble1ns, you're 
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not going to find them through that kind of conformity. 
The new generation of feminists is realizing they don't 
have to huddle in these little groups that are totally 
self-protective. We don't have to be afraid any,nore, basically. 
We can open up, criticize ourselves, look at who we are as women, 
and still work within the world. We don't have to hide fro,n our 
feminine aspect. What I'm looking at is the stereotypes that 
co1ne at us, that we're given. Are they given? Are they 
received? Are w~ born with them? What's the difference between 
a man and a woman? What's culture? What's not culture? 
If you throw the whole thing open and acknowledge what's 
happening, then it .doesn't hav·e the same power over you. 
There are a huge nu,nber of words used to describe females 
in this culture, a massive number that far outnumber the 
words used to describe men, especially in relation to sex 
and women's sexuality. A professor gave a friend of mine 
a list of all the different ways used to describe a woman's 
genitals. It was pages long. The number of words used to 
describe ,nen 's genitals was minis cu le. What does that mean 
in ,ny life? How can I function fully as a person beyond 
that, and how can I fight that? If I look at what comes at 
ille from .the media with a critical eye, then it has less power. 
I can see how it's ,nanipulating me. It controls ,ne ,nore if 
I don't acknowledge it. 

AF: What was the experience like of using men's stereotypes, too? 
PB: That was so ,nuch fun! I did it fro,n a w0tnen's perspective, 

what we perceive fro,n a man, and how that plays into the 
whole sa,ne ga1ne. A friend of ,nine is in a band and wrote 
a song called the Jesus-Pi~Complex. We have the good/bad guy 
stuff with ,nen just as we have the madonna/whore stuff with women. 
If ,nen have ,nore of an authority in the culture, then those 
strotypes are less i1Tunobilizing for them. But there IS a lot 
of ~he same kind of projec. on by women onto men. He's 
either Prince Charming or he's a total sissy and a loser. If 
he isn't this big protector, he's a total wimp and loser. 

AF: What did you learn from your experience of putting up the 
posters in another city (Me1nphis)? 

PB: That it was possible to do it, to make a connection there. 
I really didn't know if I would. It's really different 
there. New York is a city that attracts rebels so you get 
a lot of upstart attitudes, but in Memphis I wondered whether 
anyone would care, or whether I was going to make people 
really angry. Anyway, I learned that I don't have to be 
in an art city to take art to the streets. Besides the politics 
of what I'm saying, there's an aesthetic subtlety, an 
underlying tension to the project-- I hope!--that is what 
art is, and that aesthetic dimension wasn't lost outside of 
the art context of New York. 

AF: In Memphis you were assisted by a really enthusiastic 
group of young people. What did you think of that? 
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AF: What do you think their enthusiasm suggests? 

PB: Those were very particular kids. I didn't go into the 
middl.e of the mall and look for people to hang posters 
for ille. But what it says is that there are not a lot of 
ways for our culture to absorb eccentric voices. There's 
a lot of pent up desire for eccentric voices to find a place. 
Once you get outside of New York in this country, there's 
very little room for that kind of eccentricity. That's sad. 
Any healthy culture needs to be able to give room for those 
voices. There are a lot of young kids dying to do a project 
like that. Hopefully, I've inspired the ones I worked with 
to go ori, do stuff -on their own, maybe not now, but later. 

AF: There are influences of artists from the early part of 
the century on your depictions of women, I think. Your words 
create a political context, but the drawings have a kind 
of nostalgia for a romantic past. I think of Modigliani, 
Matisse. 

PB: Matisse was a big influence on me. He still is. I think 
he's an amazing artist. 

AF: Do you feel you belong to an artists' community in New York? 
PB: Yes and no. Sometiilles I feel like an interloper. I came in 

the back channels and I'm not really a part of these people 
who've known each other for a long tiille. So I have a kind 
of outsider feeling. But at other times I feel a part of 
what's going on, that there's a real statement being made 
by my generation. They've inspired me, and I hope I've inspired 
the1n. I ca,ne to New York in the late 70 's to finish my 
undergraduate work. Before, I had worked with teachers 
who were very involved with abstraction. I always felt that 
something was missing in that, not that I don't like abstract art, 
but I couldn't be an abstract artist. So what I found in 
New York was a lot of other art. I was so excited. There 
were all these people doing funky, figurative work which was 
always what I had triad to do, but I didn't have anybody to 
guide me. The colors I saw in New York were extreme and 
playful. It was broader and more exciting. There were two 
times when my sense of poss±b±lity crashed open, when I 
first came to New York, and when I started doing this project. 
Through this project I discovered the possibility of being 
able to speak in all kinds of new ways-- it was no longer 
just the paint and the canvas. 




